




“Beauty is our weapon against nature; 
by it we make objects, giving them limit, 
symmetry, proportion. Beauty halts and 

freezes the melting flux of nature.” 

Camille Paglia

“Late in the night we listen to our own 
breathing in the dark, and rework our stories, 

and we do it again the next morning, and all day 
long, before the looking glass of ourselves, 

reinventing our purposes.”

William Kittredge
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We blowin’ purple stuff

Austin Uhler

                                               We blowin’ purple
                                    Stuff. We blowin’ purple stuff.
                                             We blowin’ purple 



To John Milton, William Wordsworth, 
   John Keats  and Percy Shelley

 

When I discovered                           I chanced upon and held fast
That your questions            Your wanderings through old forests.
And your awe                             Your fixedness at the magic glass
Were mine,               Bonded us, two essences, one fabric eternal.
 
When I entered                  Upon the domes a traveler interposed
Your worlds             Your celestial geography, your heavenly rills
I surrendered                Verdant, charged with bursting, I yielded
And changed.                    And I attended to the labor of seasons. 

When I heard you             My marble contemplation you guided.
Speak and wonder,      The pen that gleaned your teeming brain.
My heart exploded.       With Bacchus into oblivion warm I’d fall
If all could let you in,                   If the multitude ventured again.

As I am listening now,                               They would listen then,
They would listen then. As I am listening now.



RE: ‘Lessening’

Three months ago, before you left
without really thinking
I stole the picture of you – the one
in color, that smile—and your eyes.
Skinny legs splashing, hair wild in the wind,
you danced mercilessly on the shores
of Kos in that black vamp maillot.
Moments after in our hostel, I held you
in the hush of the zephyr as though
we were bronze and would love forever.
Often since, I try to find you, us on that beach,
to meet you under the stars at Asklepieion,
or to sail after you across the Aegean.
But then I remember Peter and that
I’ve never been to Greece and that
you live so beautifully now.

  Conor Finnegan
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Carolyn DeCarlo



Just yesterday they made us watch one. Or – Let us 
watch, let us watch David, that’s what you mean. 
 
Sally’s voice came over the loudspeaker, she’s the head 
nurse so she gets to do that even though we might get 
fixated on her. That’s what they call it, fixated. We can’t 
have girls as friends here, that’s a fixation.
  
Her voice was loud and she coughed and said Okay boys, 
Mr. Baron has been nice enough to fund a screening in 
Kransky for you all. Now everybody put your hands high 
where I can see them! Can you do that for me?

Basically, what that means is we all have to decide 
whether to go or not, we have to vote and we all have to 
agree, or no one gets to go. That’s how it works on our 
ward. Which really just means they don’t have enough 
nurses on staff for us to split up.  

We all raised our hands and the aides came around and 
counted us up and made sure we all had clearance, if you 
don’t have clearance you automatically have to go into an 
isolation room while everyone else goes to Movies.

We all lined up to see Girl, Interrupted. It’s always a movie 
like that, always like that. One week, we got to see The 
Virgin Suicides and last week, we saw Lilith, which is a re-
ally old movie but still just the same thing. Just the same 
thing. They say it’s unhealthy for us to sexualize sane 
girls, but I guess this is OK.



We line up with our backs to the wall, tile walls the color 
of mucous that are sticky like mucous when you put your 
hands on them behind your back. We have to stand there 
Heel! and the guard gets buzzed in from downstairs. He 
has a big key and he puts the key in the lock and turns 
it in that exacting way that takes so long. Then he walks 
in and we all stand there watching as he swings the door 
closed behind him. We’re not allowed out until he calls 
the nurses over to walk us there.

The guard, usually Walter these days, keeps his eyes on 
us as he waits for the nurses, and then they walk us out of 
the ward and then they go through the same compulsions 
every time. Except with them it’s not called compulsion, 
it’s just called safety.  

Lock the door behind us Click! guide us down the hall, 
unlock the door to the elevator room, shuffle us all in 
until our stink mixes together, then Click! lock the door 
behind us, unlock the elevators with the smallest key and 
push the down button, the only button, so the elevator 
will come up. There is no up button because we are on 
the top floor, we are maximum security and therefore a 
danger to the Earth.  

In the elevator, packed in like sardines – even smelling 
like sardines – Morgan decides to hock a loogie. We 
know it’s coming by the way his face gets all screwed up, 
glasses almost falling off as he works his nose in con-
centration, but Walter’s looking the other way, assessing 



nail scratch damage to the elevator door, and the nurses 
are chatting about manicures and permanents, although 
probably not, more like penis sizes and who they caught 
trying to masturbate on the ward last night. 

When Morgan lets it go, his phlegm hits the wall of the 
elevator like a glowing ball of moon dust, spittle flies into 
Charlie’s face and he starts crying, laughing and crying 
at the same time because he’s not stupid, he knows it’s 
funny, but he also knows getting a man’s mucous in your 
eye isn’t really a laughing matter.  

The elevator slams to a stop and the nurses are desperate, 
they have to calm Charlie down because otherwise we all 
have to go back to the ward, nobody wants that, but he’s 
a great shining baby and most often happy so he’s quickly 
won over by a new whistle and some contraband Star-
burst that will come back to haunt the nurses ten hours 
later when they’re trying to get him to sleep and he’s still 
running around the ward, high on his sugar rush.

Morgan knows he’ll be in trouble later, but for now, the 
unaddressed phlegm slides down the wall like a meteor 
and we all watch its progress as the elevator starts up 
again, sliding down to it’s destination on the first floor, 
and I’m wondering if I just reached out and grabbed on, 
would it take me to Mars, or at least the Moon, some-
where a little closer to the sun?

Like nothing happened, it’s the same thing again when 



Emily Voigtlander





the elevator lands, shuttle us out, unlock the door to the 
hall, guide us down the hall until Amrita bursts out We 
are your shepherds! trying to make a joke because she is 
the newest nurse and she doesn’t know that she will be 
gone in a month or two, her legs are too shiny for govern-
ment work.

As we make it to the lobby where we have to get buzzed 
through a small room attached to the security guards’ 
station by a glass wall, Max starts to clown around with 
a passing guard who plays spades with him sometimes, 
grabbing out at the pens tucked into his shirt pocket and 
pretending to jab him with them as the man laughs, feign-
ing a seizure.  

Max is young and forgets that we have to be pretty obedi-
ent to get through the glass room, but Walter whacks him 
on the head, grabbing the pens and shoving them back 
into the pocket of the incompetent guard, which shuts 
Max up.

We’re finally buzzed through, and I can see leaves whirl-
ing in the eddies of wind that gather outside of the con-
cave front of the John Howard Building. We’re shuttled 
through the metal maze of bars – we were sardines, now 
we’re cattle – and finally, we make it outside. From here 
we can see Kransky lit up in the dusk – it’s taken us two 
hours to get this far – and the orange glow makes me 
think of the blaze on the hill, the old barn lit up against 
the night sky, how close I felt to the sun, how far away 
from the screaming. 



My hair pushes back on itself, pulled by the wind, and I 
see tangles of white and grey, my hair is too long. I hate to 
see what it’s become so I start running around, my breath 
is catching on my nose and I spray it on McQueen’s head. 
He’s so short he just makes a loop around me because 
he can’t duck out of the way. His high laugh pierces the 
November air as he runs out of breath, stopping to hug 
Charlie around the waist, pulling a half-used tissue out 
of his pocket to remove the tears from Charlie’s face that 
will soon freeze in the cold.  

McQueen calls himself everyone’s father because he 
never got to have one, and I start to giggle because the 
image I get of him protecting us all with his tiny hands is 
too funny, too sad.

We’re farther away from our home on the ward than we 
have been in weeks and the freedom is killing us. Max 
is jumping up and down, trying to climb on Clarence’s 
back as his tongue wags in a toothless face and Walter 
has to say it for him since Clarence can’t: No, Max! Don’t 
jump on him! These days, we only get to go outside once 
a week in a good month, since max security doesn’t get 
free time privileges. Everything we need is in the John 
Howard building, except for Kransky Auditorium.
  
So we do this thing they want us to do and we see a 
movie about our condition, except they’re never about 
our condition, they’re not even about a woman’s condi-
tion, not really. Max loves the actresses they pick to play 
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these women because they remind him of the fucked up 
girls he dated a couple of years ago before he killed his 
buddy and landed himself here.

Those women, they’re always these weak pixies, sweet-
hearts with fucked up brains and big gorgeous dark 
circles under their eyes. They always want to fuck you, 
in the movies, but I know what they’re really like. I saw a 
group of them once, the real ones. I was standing on our 
patio, a wide room with barred windows all around. We 
used to smoke out there, back when cigarettes were our 
currency before we became a smoke-free facility thank 
you so much Mayor Fenty.  

I was the only one out there because it was Clarence’s 
birthday and I hated him, the way his jaws smacked and 
his talk about being God, Superman, the ladies’ man, the 
way he drooled over a nurse’s breast, touching himself in 
the steam shower. He was ancient, horrible, a predator no 
longer in control, Clarence was – I said don’t talk about 
him, David.  

And that’s when I smelled them. Their dark bodies moved 
like crustaceans across the grass and I could almost see 
them underwater, their bodies moved like that. They were 
wild, wilder than us and wilder than the women in the 
movies, that’s for sure. They just didn’t give a shit.

I watched one of them whizzing by the cat farm, she just 
pulled her pants down and started doing it and I had to 



crane my neck to see past the sign where it says DON’T 
FEED THE CATS which I could always see from the 
ward but no one would ever tell me what it said. On our 
first movie day, I had to see it, and I ran as fast as I could 
to read it before they noticed me missing.

I started laughing, remembering that day and how funny 
the sign seemed to me then with all those hundreds of 
cats roaming around, but I stifled it because I wanted to 
see if she’d be able to pull her overalls back up before the 
nurses figured out what she was up to. Sure enough, just 
as she stood up, pants still around her ankles but hooked 
in her fists, ready to hike them up, a nurse ran over.  

The crazy girl paused for a second and I thought she was 
just going to hike her pants up and be done with it, but 
just as the nurse got within striking distance, she dropped 
those pants back down, clocked the nurse right in the 
nose and tore off down the street, leaving her pants where 
they had fallen. Of course, two guards tackled her within 
seconds, but they had to be very careful or they would 
have been charged with sexual harassment.

I saw that girl’s naked brown ass whenever I closed my 
eyes for weeks, but it never did me any good. In here, 
they put a chemical in the water so we can’t get hard, 
ever. They took away our erections and gave us the Tyra 
Banks Show, which is on in the common room all hours 
of the day. 
 



Sometimes, when they lock me in for the night and my 
mind goes numb, I can see myself breaking away from 
this flock of rancid men and just running up the hill and 
around the bend straight into Southeast. I’d jump over an 
electrical fence, I think, if I had to. I’d kick out a guard 
station for sure. I think about doing all of this just about 
every time I go outside, until I’m play wrestling with 
McQueen, which he always initiates. He distracts me 
every time.

             Andrew Bowman



Oh!
Haven’t seen you.    in 
forever. We need to catch    up
hang      out 
you know? ‘cause I know
that there’s this     tight
party     down
town     hot
	 Fire-f-fireman.
mess. We’ll get pumped   up
     down
shots and after just chill   out
 Like ice ice baby
cool      off
or      maybe just head
to my place?  You should   come.

It’ll be sweet.    Oh!

                Aspartame

     Nathan           Bu





Miranda Hall



Thuy Tran           
Only the Beginning

He rides his bicycle to work every morning, breath 
visible in the frosty air, but each pump of the pedal 
brings him closer.  

She sits hunched over the dusty table, her mask 
protecting her from the toxic fumes is stifling, but 
each stroke of nail polish brings her closer. 

While the stories of the others are drowned among 
wrecked boats in the South China Sea, theirs is 
silenced by work and a language strange to them. 

I speak two tongues and walk the roads towards my 
dreams because they survived the sea, holding tight 
to my infant body, always looking ahead across the 
waters. 

I write with shadows of the forgotten and silenced 
lives trailing after each word, lingering long after 
the ink dries, after the bicycle is stored, the mask is 
removed. 



Carlos
Leon-Ojeda

 “Babes, I am so bored here that I don’t 
think, since I’ve come, I’ve ever been more than  
  three minutes away from some 
           really astonishing act of violence.”

ZOO



Mrs. Kanakis still has that swirl of the hips she 
had when I was her student. That sexy confidence 
is gone, and I can tell by the way she balances her 
hand against the blackboard that what the principal 
told me is true: she’s a drunk now. The principal 
mentioned not to feel sad for her, and I don’t. Yet I 
don’t know which is a bigger shame; not caring or 
knowing she’s still a good teacher.

“So, what did you think of the class, Maria?”

“Nice kids but I still get nervous. Training can’t 
prepare you for standing in front of a class all day.”

“Only teaching can, Maria, but you’ll be a hell of a 
teacher. I can tell. See, I knew since you sat there, 
in that desk, by the Kostas’ kid, that you’d be a 
teacher one day.” Mrs. Kanakis is sitting at her 
desk, trying to keep her head from spinning off her 
neck by tying a scarf around it. She pats the floral 
knot then looks at me with half a smile and half a 
hiccup. 
 
“Whatever happened to him, to Timo Kostas?” I 
move toward the desk she said was mine.

“That Kostas kid was a sick soul. He used to do bad 



things with animals, you know. We’d all try to hide 
it from you, but we all knew you knew.” Burp.

I scratch at a piece of tape on the desk in front of 
me. “Oh, I heard he graduated college and moved 
out of the state...I don’t think this is where I sat.” I 
walk down to the corner of the room and place my 
hand over a few bookshelves under the windowsill.

“You’re right; that’s where you used to sit. I had to 
put those shelves there to stop students from look-
ing outside, too distracting. But you always paid 
attention, you were all fine kids back then...No, 
no, last I heard he’d fallen into worse company and 
got himself killed. Dora Kostas was so bothered by 
that kid. It’s a shame she’s still alive.” Mrs. Kanakis 
looks down at her lap, as if she’s about to start tell-
ing a good story, but she stops and says she needs to 
lock up.

“I know I’m leaving soon, Maria. They’ve let me 
teach long enough. I’m not an idiot: I know this 
can’t be good for the kids, but I’d hope they’d at 
least talk to me about it. You know, offer me some 
counseling.” Burp. “Make them acknowledge that I 
have a problem.” We’ve been walking side by side 
with the front entrance in mind. We stop to look at 



the trophy case. Mrs. Kanakis points out a silver 
chalice she says she helped me win. “Here, you 
should take it. It’s just cheapo alloy, anyway.” She 
hands me a men’s volleyball trophy. 

“It won’t do us any good just sitting here, stag-
nating. State Limnology Bowl Champions, you 
remember that, Maria?” I nod, remembering what 
our team got for it: bronze medals and Carl Sa-
gan books, as they’d run out of Sylvia Earle. “You 
know, Maria, it’s a shame you became a teacher. 
You would have made a better scientist.” 

A few secretaries wave at us as we exit the school, 
and the security guard continues to lower the flag 
even after Mrs. Kanakis calls out her name.  “See, 
they don’t even care that I’m going to be driving 
home.” As she drops her hand into her purse, she 
notices that I’m not carrying the trophy. “It’s okay. 
It doesn’t belong to us anymore.” I wait on the side-
walk, and she continues to walk. 

“I need a ride.” She stops after a few yards and mo-
tions for me to come with her. She waits with her 
back turned until I catch up to her. 

“You don’t drive, Maria?” 



“I’ve been saving to buy a car.” 

Timo used to drive us to the lake, find snapping 
turtles, point out bulrushes and other reeds. I’d ask 
him to take me up there alone on weekends. Once I 
tried to kiss him, but before he scattered indignantly 
he told me he didn’t kiss anyone. 

“Timo once told us he spotted the last freshwater 
dolphin. Did you believe him?” 

“I didn’t. Most of those dolphins were dead by the 
time you two were born. Why, did you believe him, 
Maria?” 

“I still do.” He showed me the dolphin that same 
weekend. He said that the way his head cricked 
upwards meant he was looking for others. 

“It’s eerie, isn’t? That’s about the queerest thing 
something can do, Maria, is go extinct.” 
 
“I don’t think it had a choice, Timo.” 

“I think he did.” 



She slows the truck down when we approach the 
uglier side of the lake. “I guess the school and I 
worked well, at least most of the time. I’m just going 
to have to find silly hobbies to keep busy. Have any 
ideas, Maria?” 

“There’s always birding.” She begins to undo her 
scarf. 

“I’ve never been a fan of birds, really.” 

After struggling with it for a bit, it glides off her 
neck. For a second, I picture Mrs. Kanakis sticking 
her hand out the window and letting the scarf fly. 
She crams the scarf behind the sun visor, then lifts 
her right hand and adjusts the rear-view mirror. I 
watch the mirror, and the way the lake swings in it. 

“I hope you’re a teetotaler, Maria.” Mrs. Kanakis 
rolls up her window and fixes both hands on the 
steering wheel, “ten o’clock and two o’clock.” She 
looks at me as if she’s ready to start telling that good 
story now.





Carolyn DeCarlo



eating having fun shaking peppers on
EARTHQUAKE! all over I fell out of my

squeaky—come on! careful with my vertebrae 
please

ah no grab hands I only want
to eat my pizza with my friend no no

never shoulda moved to Californiaaaaaaa
God’s ant farm where he looks at us and

BOOM shakes us BOOM squeals “Do something!”
what a horrible gift we are he tosses it aside

and I just wanna build my little ant house
telling good jokes sometimes driving around

without playing human bumper cars
shoulda been a astronaut floating in my space suit
I wanted the lottery so bad to build my blueprint

zero-gravity ball pit for air-pool parties
empty my Coke and gulp it up from the atmosphere

but who turned the heaviness on?
we were going up and nobody told me this was

a hundred-year-old roller coaster where next thing 
we go 

down my stomach drops for good I can’t
work like this with people who grumble at me

don’t let me wear baseball caps and do my funny



turkey dance just push me over everyone 
pushes me over pulls down my pants
splatters my Coke in my face how are you
okay with this is this how it really happens?
got all this money and an apartment over street kids
and it’s tossed like a terrible salad
stapler croutons, lettuce letters from my brother 
please
let me get settled into my twenties
slow down for me to catch the bus jump on
without going the wrong place
why does no one talk to me I am so nice
glare at my handshakes and funny turkey dance
on the bus stops where’s true love gonna find me
through marsupial backpacks and burglar alarms,
newspaper forts and critical theory,
1980s haircuts and monotones
we are so ironic always aren’t we
this earthquake is a belly rumbling
and something wants to eat me up

meditations in an earthquake

O.W. Bussey



I.         

I am seven.   
“Stop fidgeting, mija.”      
Miami is heaven,
she says, but this blue dress
won’t stop itching.

An umbrella
reaches over our heads.
“Please call me abuela.”
I shove some papaya
into my mouth.

It’s a Wednesday.
“Something to drink, ladies?”
“Two Cokes, adelante.”
We’re by the hotel pool,
sweating so much.

Miami reeks,
never dry, quiet, and
they always kiss my cheeks.
“Can we go now, gran’ma?”
I tug my dress.



Anna Salinas

II. 
Havana, 1954

“Eees thahhh-t real mink?”
She smiles and feels like a
movie star from up north.

Now who would think
that the comunistas
went and took Uvero?

She does not think
that is true, but Pilar
heard it on the radio.

III.
I am seven,
plus ten more years, give or take,
stuck in a dim-lit Thai restaurant,
tapping my plate with chopsticks.
“Can you stop that?”
My date sits in a blue sweater,
poking his pork stir-fry.
Next to me, my purse
chimes three times.



“I have to take this.”
The blue sweater sighs too loud.
“Hello?”
Some sort of jazz 
is playing in the bathroom.
“Listen—”
It’s my mother.
An old lady is washing her hands.
“I know you were close.”
We weren’t close.
I stare at her blue veins, 
fat and cold 
like two straws
on a hot Wednesday. 
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alles schwimmt

alles schwimmt 
und ruht
und tut
herein hierin
heraus es fühlt
ein magres dickes
lebendiges etwas
was mich übernimmt
es blüht es blühmt
durch aug und mund
und schreiend gießt
hinauf von unt
ich weiter nicht
noch du und sie
bis alles 
auch das es
entflieht.

Andrew 



koonoklast

he’s koonoklast he’s blind joe death
with feet of straw and foulest breath

she’s born of nephil wife of baal
she casts the kooner gainst the wall

blind joe smiles
neffie	grins

then clack of skulls
and dance of sin

Bowman



Past

The room, clouded with dusty sunlight,
her chair sitting by the window,

looks like a still-life in an old photograph,
faded and blurred, slightly wrinkled by time.

She rarely comes here anymore,
preferring to remain in the cluttered attic of her mind. 
In the evening, when the light fades to rose and gray, 

she faces away from the glass
forgetting to watch the sunset make the chimney’s smoke 

blush
and turn willows into girls with honeyed hair.

The scents of burning pinecones and pre-storm mist 
remind her of some faraway hill in a forgotten city of a 

fallen homeland. 
Often while listening to a crescendoing piano piece
she will remember the swells of thunder startled by 

lightning,
and the humming of her father at breakfast.

Emily 



Man on Wire
Gray sky above a glittering city-
it is the day the man who leaves footprints in clouds
treads the morning air between two New York City towers.
He has strolled the sky of the Gothic Notre Dame
and sat not on a chair, but on a string high above Australia.
Now the dream of dancing in American altitudes, 
becoming a blackbird on a telephone wire, 
surveying the orchards, the buildings, the slowly retreating 
dawn,
is about to be reduced to a memory.

At first he is hidden by a cloak of heavy mist-
the morning is awakening, dreams still cling to the sky,
clearing as the man takes a step off the steel peak.
He looks down, sees the world crawling, gathering like 
photographs.
The residue from clouds coats his shoes. The police are 
watching.
Who is that man, a sketch on a page of sky, who dances on 
an ink line
drawn by a fine-point black pen?
In an airplane, I expect to see him stride by the window,
carefully navigating the gauzy cotton curtains that separate
the sky from the world. 

Kowalski



Staging a Day

Wake. Relieve bladder.
Heat oatmeal—two minutes.
Slice bananas, drizzle honey, 
dash cinnamon, add pecans.

First bite. Burn tongue.
Wait to cool. Open Post.

Enter spouse.
Rinses hands.
Coffee pot clicks.
Gurgle, spit, steady steam,
steady stream.

Spouse pours coffee. 
Adds sugar, splash of cream.
Joins table. Opens Times.

Time passes. Sun rises.  
Trade front pages across
the table. Back for seconds.
Drains pot. Returns to table.
Open Times.  



Same headlines. Familiar digest.
Troops. Wars. Dow Jones.
Familiar names.
Armed robbery.  
Human interest.

Newsprint stains fingers.
Ink blackens.
Smudged story.
Headlines line lines 
of fingerprints. 

Temporarily touched.

Rise. Walk away.
Wash hands. Cue day.

Julia Lovett



Hope Ellis



The Journalist Goes to Lunch

Mikaela Sutherland Dunitz
“You must find one without babies,” P’Joy explained.  

Nose in her little black book, Melissa scratched furiously 
at the page, recording her mentor’s every word. She was 
a trained journalist, and attacked all experiences as if 
they were front-page material. Shorthand flew through 
her fingers as she captured every quote-able word with 
her black Bic. Only during silence did she peek out from 
behind her notes to assess the environment: all the chick-
ens in view seemed to be surrounded by dozens of baby 
chicks pick-a-little-ing at their feet. 

P’Joy was a squat, smiley sort of man, who vibed Bud-
dha-ness. He often made necklaces out of weeds, reeds, 



and other various plants he found along the road to give 
to people passing by.    
 
On this particular day, P’Joy had invited Melissa and five 
other pupils over for lunch at his house in the country, 
with a promise to teach her how to cook authentic Isaan 
cuisine. 

So when P’Joy snuck out from around the corner of his 
house with a 15-foot blow-dart gun, she was not entirely 
sure how to respond. Her eyes widened as if to soak up 
every inch of the scene she was about to witness. She 
surveyed P’Joy suspiciously, having been expecting som 
tam (spicy green papaya salad), or at least something 
relatively bloodless in preparation.

P’Joy chuckled in his jolly way and continued furtively 
chasing the chickens around the yard with the bamboo 
blow-dart. Not wanting to miss the meat of her story, 
Melissa followed cautiously, praying he would miss her 
when he puckered up.

But the chickens were on their game that day--or perhaps 
were familiar with the routine (“I eat chicken everyday,” 
P’Joy confided). Although ultimately unsuccessful with 
the blow-dart approach, he was able to corner a chicken 
into the coop.  

Even as her fixated curiosity nudged her closer, Melissa 
could not see much from her position of safety, outside 



the coop. But she could hear a lot of flapping of wings 
and scuffling of P’Joy’s flip-flopped feet. He continued 
to chase the chicken in circles until…snap. He came out 
grinning, a chicken dangling from his right hand. Lunch 
was warm and dead.  
 
P’Joy got a bowl and what looked like a curvy pirates 
knife from the kitchen. He did the Thai-squat next to a 
bowl on the dusty patio and proceeded to slit the throat 
of his victim. What followed was a series of draining, 
boiling, soaking, de-pluming, slicing, wrenching, slicing, 
extricating, bucketing, and rinsing. At some point, post-
slitting and pre-de-pluming, P’Joy hacked off the head 
of the chicken and chucked it into the neighbor’s yard. 
Although the head is not traditionally included in Isaan 
dishes, other surprising body parts are, including: stom-
ach, intestines, and feet--only after the toe nails have been 
chopped off, of course. During this process, all eyes were 
stapled to P’Joy (save the chicken’s). Melissa’s little black 
book dangled neglected from her limp arm. It proved a 
trivial protective mechanism at a time like this.
 
P’Joy threw all the flesh and giblets (no discrimination 
here), into the pot along with freshly picked galangal and 
lemon grass from his garden. Forty five minutes later he 
set the table outside and used the black book as a trivet. 
The relatives of lunch pecked at Melissa’s feet. P’Joy 
passed Melissa the pot.  

“Chan ben jae,” she whispered (“I’m a vegetarian”).“



C.C. Frank
Fifteen Years

Fifteen years after “Fuck The World”
we haven’t come very far:
bored with their retreat 

among hard-nosed connoisseurs 
of sculpted speech,

my fat white friends have returned to declare them-
selves G’s and macks,

vaguely sorry for their teenage treason,
no longer ashamed to stand beside my window seat 

at Taco Bell
and chew the fat—

Tell me, what do you see out there?

And the reply:

Quills Dinkins and Dr. Dre 
snuggle ever closer 

on the gun metal alloy Venn diagram of digital 
cable,

and a good night out 

still begins with a handshake 
and an idle threat.



cochlea

The world, like the inner ear, 
is fluid. 

Up is down
and we might as well learn to swim

and hum the rhythm
of impulses transmitted. 

We’ve lost our sense of balance, 
bodies bent, swinging,

staggering in an upright world,
days permeated by static,

unable to rest or fall.

We sleep to escape
a metabolic crash,

hoping to dismember
ourselves, quiet

the chaos. 
Only in this state can we bury

inside the membranes of our words, whisper
and listen to the echoes in cavities

tell us who we are.

Ja-Rei Wang



Katherine Duncan 
moonlight weigh-ins

It’s all a wavery memory
A breeze to blow at the silent sea
Fog and mist gathered, I thought

Slivers of silver moonlight 
Slicing through tired eyes
Draped in silvery capes
Billowing dramatically 

Down hard-carpeted hallways
At 4am, the mannered gauntness

Austere in fluorescent light
Sorry I’m late.

Cold girls huddle close, a swarming sea
Swirling round the nurse’s station dramatically

A swelling ocean fills the front hallway
Waves ready to crash, under the waning moonlight

Slowly giving rise to the bloody sun, blinding dead eyes
Lined up for their daily morning fates, outfitted in thin capes
Soon to be shed for the feared scale, revealing their gauntness

It all swirls round, stark images reverberating like a lost memory
I can’t stand the light 

It’s too early, I thought
Sorry I’m late.
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Lucia Retta



window poem

Tell me, friend,
and I will believe you,

have you also gone to your window 
aching for the companionship of light? 

Have you, too, relied
on the faithfulness of thinking?

Have you urged your own body
towards the palms of that frame 

and hoped?

Miranda Hall



NicholasSantangelo



Oh, Johnny O’Doul
was a merry old fool,

was a merry old fool indeed.
He’d a Bible, bound in pelt,

a matching leather belt,
and an overarching sense of need.

Well, he knelt, and he prayed,
and he figured he’d displayed

to the Lord a lot a’ pi-e-ty,
so, satisfied he’d paid the price,

he sat and waited for advice
regarding homosexual-i-ty.

Now, the priest in the church
wouldn’t leave him in the lurch,

so he slapped him on the back and said, “Son, 
go prepare ye a way
to Judgment Day –

see, mine’s the only one.

“If ya do what cha should,
do the right and the good,

but cha better not be doin’ guys.
Go and save our holy nation
from this great abomination,

and eternal life’ll be your prize!”



So, Johnny roamed the land
and tried to make ’em understand

how the priest had told the Word a’ God,
but when it rained, he spied a fella
who had skipped an um-ba-rella,
and was mesmerized by his bod.

Well, the fella met his eyes,
and said, to Johnny’s big surprise,

“Take a walk on the wild side.”
And, though a little titillated,

his desires sublimated,
and with shameful rage, Johnny cried,

“Whatcha gonna say
on Judgment Day,

when the bugles sound out loud?
You’ll be burnin’ in hell,
and I’ll be tollin’ a bell,

while I’m peerin’ from my cloud!”

Cried, “Get out the way,
ya goddamn gay,

for this land shall soon be freed!”
Yeah, Johnny O’Doul
was a blind old fool,

was a blind old fool, indeed!



The man just shook his head,
and said, “Brother, you are dead,

if you cannot open up your mind –
may you awaken by and by,

and realize, with a sigh,
that our land has left you far behind.

“For we’re surging toward a nation
wherein such discrimination

shall be gone, but for historical tracts.
So, as a fellow human being,

judge me not on whom I’m seeing,
but rather on the ethics of my acts!”

But Johnny, he was frightened,
he feared the noose had tightened,

so he called all the saints by their names.
And in the church, he did a penance,
and the priest reduced the sentence

that awaited him in purgatory’s flames.

And Johnny, I am told,
when he quit his growin’ old,

well, he hadn’t changed a smidgen, as a rule.
And the people, they did say,

o’er many miles away,
“There goes Johnny O’Doul, the damn fool!”



Em
ily Voigtlander



For Allen Williams

Joe Romano
The tv flickered blue, then flashed white, 
then blue then grey then white then red, 
yellow blue, white grey, the white blue red
of sirens blaring and shining LIVE! 
on the screen and onto her wrinkled and exhausted face. 

Mama was resting on the couch watching the six o’clock 
news, and I was resting too. In her lap, curled up, she 
patted my head and I watched her face, inhaling the 
stench from the garbage bags by the front door mixed 
with her too-strong perfume.

I liked when we did this though—no words—just mam-
malian body heat passing back and forth, warming each 
other during a winter where there was no more money for 
the oil man.

Commercial break.

Mama just sighed something under her breath, “Damn it, 
don’t anyone in this city wanna live anymore?”

I jumped down from her lap, landing without a sound, 
and went to the kitchen to my plate of sardines that I 
hadn’t finished at dinner.



* * *
“If a man stabs me in the back 9 inches and pulls it out six, is 
that progress?”

Because it’s hard to enjoy the taste of sugar
When it’s all full of medicine
Especially when that medicine can’t kill your cough completely.

See, mama kept a bottle of tussin 
In the back of the medicine cabinet,
That I never knew was there.
and one night we saw a news story
with some kid that drank a whole bottle
and ended up comatose, and grinning, on the 6 o clock news

* * *
Allen plodded down the stairs, his friend following. 
Allen’s metal chains dangled from his enormous waist 
and his empty bullet casing necklaces clanged with each 
footstep. 

“Mama, we’re just going to get some food from the gas 
station, down the block.”  

“Oh Allen do you have to? You know I don’t like you 
goin’ out when it’s dark.”  

“Mama, it’s just down the block, and I’m with Stephen, 
we’ll be fine. We’re just hungry.”



He walked over to her, and kissed her forehead, “We’ll be 
right back, Mama.” 

She held his face, smiled and nodded. The screen door 
squealed shut as they walked out.

* * *
“Tussin’s for coughs, not for smiles”
But I’ve been coughing for years
And my friends coughed and their parents too
and I had friends who started smiling more all of a 
sudden. 
So we went down to the gas station and bought two
copies of Newsweek 
and one bottle of tussin
and we split it between us
and I smiled
and ambled home
and fell into bed
and I had a dream!

* * *
Allen and his friend came in laughing loudly. Allen just 
gave a head nod of a hello to Mama, and he and his friend 
creaked up the stairs to his bedroom. Mama bit her lip, 
and frowned a little. She seemed a little upset, but she sat 
still on the couch, the light from the screen still flicker-
ing on her face. I jumped down again from her lap, and 
silently crept up the stairs. 



Allen’s friend was on the bed and Allen was on the floor. 
I whispered hello, but they both were asleep. Allen was 
grinning wide.  

* * *
Allen! Allen! Wake up! Wake up! Allen!

Mama was screaming and shaking his huge body, but Al-
len wouldn’t wake up. He was still dreaming. 

“Mama, I was Robin Hood. I was him. I rode my black 
horse down the block and—” he said with his eyes still 
closed. 

She grabbed his shoulders and started shaking him again.
“Allen stop it, please stop, please. Mama’s gonna get you 
better, get some help.” Allen’s body jiggled, and Mama’s 
face was wet and screwed up with purple makeup smudg-
ing black. 

Allen suddenly jumped to his feet, awoken by his dream 
defibrillator. “Mama, everyone was the streets! Everyone, 
even the Johnson kids who hate me and used to make fun 
of me back in elementary school. I threw money to the 
cheering crowd and they loved me, Mama, loved me!”

Mama funneled Allen out of his room and towards the 
staircase. She led him, holding both his wrists, while she 
walked downstairs backwards. “Allen, honey let’s go get 
your shoes on. Allen—” 



Allen stopped on the stairs, “Where’s Stephen?” I slipped 
by the both of them and curled up on the couch, watching 
them from below. 

“He went home Allen, but don’t worry about him. Let’s 
just get you fixed.” She looked up at him, pleading for 
him to stop the pain that only a mama could have because 
of her son—guilt and failure were ripping her apart in 
childbirth agony.
  
Allen was numb and happy and couldn’t understand any 
of this. “Mama, just listen to me.” Allen stopped walking 
down the stairs and grabbed Mama’s wrists now. “I had 
a dream, and it was beautiful. All the thugs dismantled 
their guns, the junkies crushed their needles.” He looked 
up at the ceiling, and then at Mama, “And everyone was 
smiling Mama, they were!”

“That’s wonderful,” Mama said sniffling the words out, as 
she struggled to drag Allen across the living room and lay 
him down on the couch. But he just fell face down onto 
the cushions. They sank so low they touched the floor. 
Then he started laughing, his glee muffled by the pillow. 
He lifted his head off of the pillow and turned to me.

“They all were smiling and shouting, Neko. They waved 
empty tussin bottles like flags, and we were happy.” He 
beamed with teeth stained purple. “And we were happy,” 
he whispered turning his head back, cushions devouring 
his face again.



Meanwhile, Mama was on the phone in the kitchen. She 
peered in to check on Allen, but she had stretched the 
cord so much that it snapped. Screaming burst my ears—
it was the only phone we had. Then Mama ran out onto 
the street, waking the entire block. 
 
This was all too much, I had to go upstairs. I needed 
quiet. 
 
I curled up on Allen’s bed because I was never allowed to 
sleep there. It was still warm and comfortable, and I fell 
asleep easily.

* * *
At an MLK Celebration event at Princeton University. Applause 
from the crowd deafens the auditorium.

“…and they all had empty bottles of tussin in their hands
But my cough has gotten better,
And I’ve been Dreaming ever since—

“Thank you,” Allen says. He doesn’t smile, but you know 
he wants to. He begins to walk away from the podium, 
but he scrambles back. He forgot something. He leans 
into the microphone:

“Blind joy in only a partially realized dream impedes our 
progress. Keep struggling. Deuces.”



Len Luterbach

“Oceanus, Abundance, and Salubrity”



  

A CalderàAmelia DiStefano
I was sitting in the sand
asking my cousin how to say float and he told me 
five different ways
if I were a boat, a piece of wood or a parcel of 
words, a baby in a basin,
or simply myself.
 
I balanced on the catamaran and proceeded to lin-
ger at the edge of the rocks.
they told me to push off, I clung to the sea slime 
that covered them
underneath my fingernails, yellowish spawn within



which snails lay. I picked up a seashell and poked 
at it. Lumaca, luminescent, hard shelled; it stayed at 

home because it couldn’t leave
like I wanted to. Like the fishermen, in their own 

boats. whose hooks had caught my swimsuit earlier. 
I was reeled in.

 
while we were cooking dinner that night it was 

my job to place the fish on the rack. Their mouths 
peeked open. Their eyes stuck to the grill. We ate 

them whole, with a lemon garnish.

 
The child that sat next to me took my plate and with 

a thin knife
cut out the bones.

Carolyn DeCarlo



Furniture

The world is veiled in darkness.
The wind stops, the sea is wild, and the earth begins to 
rot.
We spend our days outside, mostly, hunting for food.
At night I fill your patent leather clutch with darts
and politely remind you that you are my girlfriend,
not my roommate or my child or a piece of god damned 
furniture.

An uncle of mine made his living carving replicas of 
Victorian furniture—
small pieces, whose finer features fade amidst the 
gathering darkness
like freckles on the face of my broke and exasperated 
girlfriend.
They will eventually rot.
The wood will become soft like a target for darts.
Animals will smell them from leagues away and mistake 
them for food.

The end of days wouldn’t be so bad if it weren’t for the 
shortage of food,
the difficulty of finding one’s furniture.
We cling to the bed like darts
when first we touch upon it in the gathering darkness;
you say you’d like to sit there until you rot,
but I wouldn’t let that happen to you, or any other
girlfriend.



In this desperate climate I can’t bring myself to trust my 
girlfriend,
or leave her alone long enough to do anything but cook 
food
or cover food in salt so it doesn’t rot.
Anymore I rarely even tear her from her cheap wooden 
furniture
except to heap truth upon her in the gathering darkness
or throw truths at her like darts.

Before he began to starve, my uncle could carve feathers 
into darts.
He dyed them every color and hung them from the fat, 
scarred neck of his girlfriend;
you could see her in complete darkness.
Now that they’ve eaten all their food
they stand around like furniture
and watch their respective bodies rot.

In the night air, every building in the city will rot:
the bar where we played darts,
the pawn shop where we looked at furniture.
I’ll listen for whispers in the inexhaustible voice of my 
girlfriend:
“We run out of cigarettes and settle for food;
run out of privacy and settle for darkness.”

C.C. Frank



                My Odessa

“he is breathing himself to sleep, the city sleeps,
there is no such city.”
   – Ilya Kaminsky, “Maestro”
I.
We danced in the streets because we could.
Fats and the Boys played a swinging tune and
that voodoo magic slipped in from the bayous, seizing
our bodies and shaking them with rhythm and delight,
cajoling our hands to wave, our feet to step, and our asses
to jiggle. We breathed in and sang along, drunk off
the moonlight and the notes and our smoke.

Down in the piano bar on Bourbon, Charlie Cantrell crooned
to couples kissing over cocktails in the hazy dark.
We lounged at the bar, throwing back hand grenades and
hurricanes, bebopping the beat and checking the scene.
Over in old Storyville, the girls got ready for a night
on the streets and up in the balconies of the Quarter,
where the men drink Sazeracs and watch them dance topless.

Our parade rolled on along St. Charles’ and up Canal
with purple, king’s gold, and harlequin green.
Our high school band owned the pavement, stomping
the streets in concert with the charm of the trumpets,
the squeals of the horns, and the rumble of the drums.
Laissez les bon temps rouler, we whispered to Night and boogied
till we met Dawn on the streetcar home to Marigny.



II.
Me and you huddled under Grandma’s quilt, eyes trapped
by Anderson, the Boys, and Company, unable to shut,
to move, to shelter themselves from the barrage. They
replayed those clips over and over and over of our Mother
drowning.  Me and you cried because
we didn’t know what else to do, but pale tears only added to the floods.

In those moments, I was a kid again like you, confused and
afraid without words like these. I tried to be strong for you,
to be what Daddy never could be, but I saw the destruction,
bore witness to the rains and the winds and the floodwaters
too. I never believed Mama Mississippi would betray us like
that either, so what could I tell you other than lies and fibs?

You fell asleep on my shoulder and it hit me how long and far 
we were from home—it is still home, right? Our house, my 
bike, the beats, the eats, the streets—they didn’t drown,
did they? And Ms. Gretna the bum with green eyes – is she still 
there? You were breathing dimly in the telegraphic glow of Grandma’s 
CNN Special, but my mind was on the Causeway crossing the sea, 
spying on Mama’s tears out of the corner of my puffy wide eyes, dreaming 
of a city made of steel, not smoke, resistant to water, not change: 
In such a city, nobody jumps ship because we swim together, 
even Ms. Gretna and Marie Laveau. I counted backwards 
the krewes of the parades from du Vieux through Comus to keep 
the pit in my stomach from growing into a peach tree until 
I too was seized by sleep…



III.

Nine months later, we came home to the Crescent City
to	find	Marigny	and	the	scene,
but I had to get drunk instead.
I could not believe my eyes
and the destruction they showed me.
I did not cry because I needed to know, to witness.
I looked in the streets for the trumpets 
and the harlequin and the magic, but the
levees let everything get washed away.
There were no parades or smoke, drinks or dancing.
They drowned with the homeless, the elderly, 
the poor and the black among the ruins up in Storyville,
across in the Quarter, down in the Lower Ninth Ward.
The ruins of our city were not white and marble, 
but soiled and putrescent.
You were silent as we inspected our old bedroom, 
walls stained by musk and water levels, beds rotten
with rust and mildew, carpets scarred by the stench
of salt water and death.
Mama said we will rebuild, but
I have come to believe that

“They have burned our Odessa down-
There never was such a city.”

Conor Finnegan



Jesse Abrahams & Stephanie Grant 



a perfect purple pussy,
unfolds the senses,
filled with flowered pretense:
in every rationed reason
lives up to its old cliche,
carnal tunnel,
sperm funnel:
dancing a squelching thrust delight,
all right, alight some desires
to extinguish shakespearian fires.
just keep the mind alert away
from a comet collision crash course
to parental ear(th)ly hell;
human joys are spoiled so simply, but not
with just a touch of thought.
such modern liberation, 
it only forges reason
when in the careful steps 
of a doubleskin prudence.
alas, skyward eyes gleam only lies
about this predicament,
draw o(dd)cult wycks to solemnly declare
the new lifestyle, cast down from marble balconies,



like pop culture renaissance exploding 
in teenage color and hype, behind 
an iron curtain of childlike secrecy and certainty
worthy more of giggles than a name like ‘holy 
gospel.’
too brainwashed in dreams of white glory
to determine a line for rainbow non-phenome-nons
in a (cult)ured c-ripple, shocked and waiving
destiny.
...and, in tilted cadence march
their moral starch down throats
until confusion tears bleach
to repentant streaks of shame.
a marred face-!
disgraced.
they say, bound by reflective delusion.
the past is paramount
the present its reflection.
once a proud parent, beats his child:
your ethics, o profound illusion.

Thomas Evans



Lydia Mihaychuk

“Q Street Corner”
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Charlie Nutting





Ezra Prior



“If only you could get those demons off of you,” the voice 
is feminine and sweet.

She reminds me of the horned creatures on my scalp. 
Their flesh burns me like shattered glass, skin cut, 
scraped from a bad fall, and the deep landing into pain. 

“There is no such thing as love.” She is a coy girl, sad to 
be loved, reacting to my smile.

I can’t handle girls without their love like one can’t handle 
medicine without the promise of health, so I begin to flail, 
manmade immaturity unraveling from the fetal position. 
There is a bird in the chair opposite who takes my wing-
less attempts as an insult. A report I read informed me 
that he has flailed before, and failed. He had lost control 
of his wings at desperate times when crushing the numb-
ness from his muscles had led him to crash nonetheless. 
I know his story well, though I am of little help, since he 
is looking at me with backwards pride. I want to be free 
of his presence. I’m no match for his bravery, nor am I a 
bird. He makes me feel as useless as empty condoms, or 
even emptied condoms. The bird’s glare makes me sweat. 

Oh my lord. I have a boner. Oops. 

Too fast, I am running past the goal, hearing the voices of 
my teammates with a real lack of care, dribbling past the 
goal line and onto another field but the athletes here are 
old and they gimp away from my furious advance, 



looking even smaller than my feet. And here I go: 
GOAL!!!

“Mom!” I yell it real loud because I want mom to see me 
shine. 

“Mom!” I call again.

 My mother is not on the sidelines, not even at the game.

She is at a gas station filling the tank. Funny for a woman 
to do such a thing; gasoline is the male’s objective born 
of sweat. It is the labor of our grunts abstracted in smell. 
Shouldn’t I pump the gas for my mom, since I’m going 
to be a man? Maybe I’m a man already. Long summer 
evenings glimmer above my forehead, and the image begs 
the use of an engine. To my satisfaction the starting roar 
of a lawn mower scratches its itch. 

It is not so lucid as it might be inside of this dream. I can’t 
seem to awake, am startled by incompetence, and unable 
to pop a bubble with my finger. The limitations of my 
mind salsa-dance back to the dustiest shore of my brain, 
stretch me along in a whispering movement. I am not in 
accordance with the movement though. I know the music 
but not the coordination and so my arms wind backwards 
around my dance partner, clumsy and wrong, and I 
nearly break her arm. I smile stupidly as the salsa music 
becomes the lonesome whistle of wind rising through tall 
branches. 



I keep messing up the spin move that makes salsa dancing 
sexy, hear the sound of branches roughing themselves 
against their neighbor branches, and I hate myself for 
ruining the wonder of it all. My partner inches away from 
me subtly, and then in one movement she snaps loose 
from the music, her hips becoming tight and she is like a 
cart tossed from the spinning carnival ride of my mind. 
She rejoins the outskirts of the crowd where women wait 
in smiling anticipation for their next dance.

The prospect of sex keeps me company in a nearly empty 
room, carpeted the color of cigarette smoke. A lush chair 
sits in seductive opposition to my tightness. It is made of 
bright red leather, adorned with patches of pink fur. Sex, 
sex, sex is here, and I can smell it. The sweet and sour 
smell makes me feel guilty. My Siamese cat from my par-
ent’s house is watching, his boney face like an emaciated 
wanderer’s. A girl named Miranda walks into the room 
(the name is written in ink on her bare chest) and the 
lack of doubt on her face is magnificent. She does not yet 
know that she too is a part of my dream. Something trig-
gers my shame and I must be left to a new place. 
 
Back out in the alleyway, I’m fishing. My hooks are even 
larger than its bait and there are fish right before me in 
the massive pond. Its water laps up on the sidewalks 
where I stand. The pond is so stocked that its surface is 
like translucent skin swimming with diseases. I’m catch-
ing a lot, and laying them down by my feet, I feel like a 
sadist. A tail lashes against my leg as I drag the heaviest 



Lexie Herman



one to the surface:
 
“Holy shit! It’s Dracula!” I pull him out of the water and 
keep my distance from his large fangs. 
 
“Don’t be a dick,” he tells me.

“Don’t drink my blood,” I point to him.

In my dreams I have control, like Tiger Woods on a 
whole bottle of Viagra; whatever I want! Wherever I 
golf! I don’t have to apologize for nothing!

My shot misses by the smallest margin of an inch and 
Elvira is disappointed. She dressed all in black even 
though I told her it was going to be a hot, and when I said 
hot, I meant a hot…day. She is off flirting with the newest 
caddy, a decent guy though he hardly deserves my money. 
Hardly anyone deserves my money, not enough, not for 
you, not for you, not for you….or you…
 Kiss me for a dollar 

Tell me off for a dollar 
War vet needs money                   Nowhere to live 

It’s cold out here and I need clothes Help me buy a coat
I have AIDS and I can’t afford my medication 

Support a homeless knitter: buy a beanie 

I move down shore from where the trodden masses sit 
with their signs and to where there is a clear space for me 
to cast again. I’m back at the pond. I wait and watch the 



water. All is still, especially my fishing line. The surface 
of the pond is a perfect mirror, perfect because I can’t see 
myself in it. I see oak trees shimmering on its edges. The 
ripples are aging reflections, animating themselves with 
time’s insistence; how could love ever last? The reminder 
that this might be a senseless venture haunts me, travel-
ling down dusty roads, each house is the same, each street 
sign has the same name, and all of the children are play-
ing in scattered unison. 

There is no memory inside of my head as I move. Now it 
pulses through me. I’m a nervous soldier, miles removed 
from war and peace. Both home and the battlefield have 
left me behind. Once contemplating marriage, twice 
contemplating death, three times I consider smiling and 
waving with the careless triumph befitting of politicians. 
It is not right and so I can look up again. A field’s length 
away, and on the same grassy plain, I see the hair of a 
girl, her slim torso, and the needle-like legs that keep her 
afloat in the current of expanding timelessness. I am not 
sure that she even knows me, though I get the sense that 
I have met her at one of my parent’s dinner parties. There 
had been more names and faces than there were windows 
in the house to jump from, and so it had remained stable. 
People remain stable by choice, satisfied inside, reaching 
at the edges of free air, the grace of their sociability calm 
and collected unlike my heartbeat. 
 
I am scared. I am embarrassed I don’t know her name. 
Too fast, there have been too many weeds over these 



years, laughing moments and casual introductions under 
which events and interactions have slid. She has golden 
hair. Each strand glitters alone like tinsel, very bright 
under the sun, and I do not attempt to count the strands. 
Numbers again, I am sure to have lost my wallet during 
the soccer game. I pick up my pace, crunching the leaves 
that trees have rejected in lieu of the cold air’s sugges-
tive glare. The girl seems to be on the same course as the 
dead leaves are. Just like them, she is barely unique and 
beautiful nonetheless, but she does not know the fate that 
strikes us season by season. She may find herself lifeless 
on the ground and it is cruel how the leaves crunch below 
my step, signaling my kindly approach; I wish her no 
harm. I wish to save her from the invisible fate of us both 
in this moment. 
 
What can I give this tree of a girl? Surely she has all the 
water and sun that she needs; this much is evident by the 
healthy glow of her bronzed skin, not a wrinkle or freckle 
on it, she is like a Barbie who has wandered from her box 
and into real life. But could this blonde beauty be kept by 
nature’s hold? Maybe I can read her my nature poems. 
She is taller than I, not quite as tall as a basketball player. 
Her limbs move calmly, lanky and yet graceful. My fresh 
eyes cherish the casual romance of her strut. 
 
She does not know I am coming. The sun is rising, beauty 
marking the horizon, rising from its sleep and into the 
smooth New England wilderness, unpopulated by danger. 
The shrill birds chirp their attention span to the sun. 



Emily Voigtlander





The birds always awake before the sun. Their echoing 
songs remind us that you should have been sleeping 
(something she might tell me if I can convince her of my 
lovely intentions). Time to shine, a bird’s invisible duty 
kept solid by repetition. The closer I draw to her, the 
smaller the prowess grows within me. The lines I might 
say, the joke I might crack all dissolve into the salt of our 
surroundings. My advance feels fleeting like splinters of 
sun, measuring themselves by seconds wasted. 
 
Now my footsteps race against the chirp of birds. She has 
stopped. Holding her hand across her breast, she chirps 
into the branches with pouted lips. I like this about her; I 
too talk to birds. I am growing close to her, both physi-
cally and emotionally. With each step, I hear the rude 
noises of grass sinking below me, spongy and sulky with 
the sky’s tears. She tucks her lips back from their pout-
ing. She looks at me with a blank smile as if she has been 
waiting for the words that I will speak.
 
“Sure is gorgeous out here,” I say.

She walks a step away, and I fear that I have offended 
her.

“It’s alright outside,” her smile widens as she collects her 
surroundings between blinking eyes. “We should be hap-
py the sun is coming up,” she speaks with the solemnity 
of a prayer, bearing the powerful promise that protects us.
 



She looks down to her black boots, her chin lifts optimis-
tically. Applying some black lipstick, she smacks the ink 
between her parallel lips. A record is set: the first girl to 
appear decent in black lipstick. The darkness merely pro-
vides shade from the blazing brightness of her smile. For 
a second she is as omnipresent as the sun within me, and 
yet she doesn’t care about much at all, and so I relax.

“The sun comes up everyday, doesn’t it?” She asks. 

“I suppose it does. Yes,” I respond, readjusting my feet. 

“Well then you have nothing to worry about quite yet.”

I am known as a great guy, but suddenly I feel thousands 
of accusations and criticisms pouring wordlessly over me.  
I feel my intentions coursing like polluted waters in the 
river of thought that separates me from her. I grab the 
hem of her dress and rub its fabric between my fingers 
softly. The dress falls off. Giggling, she runs behind a 
tree. Her dainty foot sticks out from behind the trunk like 
a prize. I hear nothing but her laughter, and I am nervous 
that she is naked, though I am sure that the dress came 
off on its own. 
 
I pull my shirt off, throw it to the wet grass. I stamp 
downwards into mushy nature so that it can’t be seen. I 
do the same with the rest of my clothes. This is my mo-
ment, though it feels as if the world is watching. I hate 
seeing leftovers of love: used condoms, a bra left outside 
of a frat, underwear on the roof, and so I have hidden my 
clothes beneath the ground. My shoes readily collapse 



into the muddy layer below the grass, dissolved by its 
greedy mouth. The girl is still giggling. Now she is chok-
ing.

Behind the tree, she is sitting naked with her knees touch-
ing each other. Her face is purple. I pull her up and give 
her the Heimlich maneuver. With great speed, a whole 
apple flies loose and skitters across the grass. 

“I was a very bad girl,” a touch of evil changes her eyes 
into wild and self-destructive holes where her pupils 
grow. 

She gasps with relief, unleashed from beauty and yet still 
I see the indifferent scowl of a prisoner in a jail cell and 
how bruised her soul is.

“The future is promising,” is all I can muster.

The apple before us is so smoothly artificial to my touch. 
On the outside it is so good. When I take a bite, I notice 
how great the girl before me is, a match for the clever de-
mon I can’t get off of me. I must show her how powerful I 
am, having eaten the apple I now suspect was solely hers. 
 
“This apple is too good to be true! It’s a fake! Why would 
anyone ever make an apple!” I fake fury.
 
I feel the shadows of my brain coagulating into something 
as wicked as melting rubber while my voice remains as 
commonplace as the closing credits for a movie. Washing 
down the sickness, the truth comes with it. This too must 



end. 

“Whoever invented the apple was in it for the money! 

This thing is all flesh on the inside just like us! And yet on 
the outside it’s all shiny and colorful! Duplicity! Betrayal! 
This fucking apple is why I hate you!” I yell at her.

She shushes me, and strokes my arm strangely. Her touch 
is cold, and I am reminded of the apple that was inside of 
her, of the evil intention that her beauty must hide. She 
begins to kiss me and I try to stop her because I feel as if 
we are moving too slow, or too fast, or too something; it’s 
always been convoluted. I remind her of life’s rules: about 
how we were meant to be unhappy and how happiness is 
a selfish dispossession of God’s control. 
 
But during this explanation I begin to choke on the apple. 
I lie down to relieve the pain and she pounds on my chest 
with a greatly unexpected force. 
 
“Not so hard!”
 
I wake up yelling this, knowing my dark room again. My 
fan spins and spins and spins, singing the most regular 
song you have ever heard; fans are the opiates of the 
sleepless. Towards the sickness of my sleeping mind a 
lazy chant leads me on and I fall back asleep with these 
words spinning in unison with the fan’s rotations: every 
man needs a humble fan….a humble fan…a humble fan.



Stephanie Grant



Onion Dome 

Matthew McKillip
Beyond a graffitied archway
a chimney with an overgrown green
hearth waits in the center of a field-
a placid memory of warmth
held in by an embrace of walls,

walls now whittled to a lone corner,
a loose collection of crumbling bricks
whose edges were sanded away,
as if deemed unfit by Time then fixed.
Petals sway on unkempt stalks of grass

while violet blossoms and yellow weeds
whisper assurances to the human ear that
progress and beauty will bloom alongside
any path we choose to walk or disregard.
As the last of the metallic shine

falls timidly away and the dome
allows its famous outline to dissipate,
perhaps even the clock tower realizes
that even if its bell were returned,
it would have nothing left to say.
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Revision

Lucia Retta
This is how it goes: you wake up. 

For a brief moment, chaos: noises without discernible 
source, light that is dim but insistent, the cold that is seep-
ing in under the tangled blankets around your feet. What 
is this place?

Your bed, the window above your head, the curtain 
cracked – hence the light – the house across the street 
getting a new roof – hence the noise. The cold – what do 
you expect? The world falls back into place, as if it had 
been waiting to realign itself with your consciousness.

You wake up. Bells, distant. More light. 

You wake up. Someone moving around on the floor above 
you. Running water. Too much light.

A deep breath, stretch out your legs, feel the sheets press 
against them. Turn your head against the pillow and close 
your eyes again. Is the room still there? Open them. 

Where are you?

These rooms, these rooms are yours – aren’t they? Aren’t 
these your books, your plates, your shoes by the door? 



Aren’t these your rooms? You need this place as much as 
it needs you. 

White walls. So many walls, so much white. Would your 
walls be white? What would your walls look like? Would 
you make them belong to you, or would you find a way to 
belong? You’re not allowed to paint the walls, they don’t 
really belong to you, or they do, but temporarily, which is 
the problem. How much of this can be temporary before 
you lose your grip?

The morning takes its usual shape. Like that Brazilian 
coffee bean, like the sunlight on that windowsill, like your 
cold bare feet on the kitchen floor, like the friend who 
gave you this mug. A full mug, half-empty, gone. Are you 
awake now? Do you belong? Where are your shoes?

Not those shoes.

A door – a door implies progress. Doors are for leaving. 
Door are for going, sometimes for coming, but you are 
always going again.

This door, a second door, you are outside. Left, or right? 
Such a silly choice, so many in a day. Is that what your 
day has become? Will become? Has been? When do they 
begin to actually matter, to mean, is it mere accumulation 
or do you get to choose?

This is how it goes: you are here. You’ve been here. 



You’ve been to these places before. This is nothing new, 
nothing new, and yet. Things change as you move. You 
are always moving – aren’t you? 

You know these places, as you know these words. 
Enough to use them, but not so well that you don’t still 
sometimes find yourself turned – turned around. In a 
dead corner, taking a wrong turn. Or is it? 

Turn right.

This is how it goes: you remember. You recognize, you 
remember, that once meant that and now it means this, 
which is not the same. Why? Something changed. The 
arrangement changed. It is easy for things to change, for 
example – 

This is here now, interrupting. 

Do you recognize yourself in this? Is it possible? Maybe 
enough, maybe you recognize just enough. You know the 
words, you know the places. Not the way I do, it is less 
necessary to you, but still, there is something. A kind of 
connection. A place where our lines overlap.

Lines on a page. You are there, and I am in here, in 
the lines. We know each other, you have given me this 
existence, even if you can no longer quite keep track of it 
yourself.



An interruption. It says something has changed. The 
direction has changed. A good direction gets you some-
where, even better when it looks like where you thought 
you wanted to be.

A word: a good direction, a good interruption. When it 
is both you think, you recognize, you go. You go or are 
taken. Both maybe.

A word? Vestigial. Degenerate. The word is lost in a 
swirling mist.

If it is a very good word though maybe you can go 
somewhere with others, and that is an experience, and 
hopefully a good one.

This is a text. I am a text, you are writing, or you are 
reading it. It is difficult to say which because I am here 
now, and interrupting. I am here, directing. I desire a nar-
rative, and perhaps you do too.

Interrupting. Something must be said before it’s too late.

I look for a steady temperament. This is outside the 
pattern. At times ironic, maybe disdainful, occasionally 
confrontational. I notice you have stopped calling me by 
my name. Now you call me nothing, or, if you must refer 
to me, you call me you. 

Is that you? Where are you? Come here you.



This anonymity is perhaps deserved but the situation isn’t 
stable.

A name is not quite true, so leave it aside for now. A name 
is not fixed, you can come back for it later, or it will find 
you.

Sunlight, however, hits you exactly, and no one, not even 
I, can know what that is like. If only it would stay like 
that, for just a moment, or forever, but the sun is always 
moving too.

This is a meditation on revision. No writer likes revision, 
they only pretend to. Revision is also change. Change 
something by adding to it – this is easier to do in some 
places than in others. Change something by taking away – 
this is tempting, but not today. Change something beyond 
recognition – what does this mean? Changed beyond…
No, I recognize you still. You don’t even need a name. 

The problem is when the change is beyond the border of 
perception. An assault on the boundaries of perception. 
In the void, everything seems rash. When you are alone, 
and your eyes are closed, anything could occur upon their 
opening.

The problem is always in the present. Everything is al-
ways in the present. Without the present, nothing is.
You look at me now. You almost don’t know me. So dif-
ferent. Do I look different to you? I’ve only added some 
things, more words, my old ones remain. But maybe they 



mean differently now.

You refers itself. You is either you or me, but I is more 
confusion, I needs a mirror, I is always here but is never 
certain, but neither, for that matter, is you.

Consider. There is no subject, this is not possible because 
it implies itself.

You need me, or you don’t.
You read this, you understand. 
You read, you don’t understand. 
You don’t read, you understand.
You don’t read, you don’t understand, it doesn’t matter.
None of this is certain.

These are your words. I am tired of them being your 
words. I am tired of your words being mine. I am tired 
of your words. I am tired of you, and these are words. I 
am tired of being your words. I am tired of words. Your 
words are not mine. Your words are tired. I am not your 
words, and I am not you. I am words. I am tired. 

Everything is here. One word is for it all: Our bodies and 
oceans, our gaze, our numbers. Our doors, our stairways, 
our broken windows. The “our” appears strangely. How 
strange. Everything.

You are here. Too late to know? What would you like to 
know? It won’t stay that way.

The day continues.



Silky Kadakia






